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MANUFACTURING

MATTERS

October is New York State Manufacturing Month.
How Will You Celebrate?
Officially declared New York State Manufacturing Month by Governor Andrew Cuomo, October is our State’s
annual opportunity to promote manufacturing as a strong sector with great career opportunities!
MACNY and Partners for Education and Business (PEB) will be celebrating Manufacturing Day on October 2nd.
This year, the opportunity to provide a live experience for hundreds of students and educators at companies in
the region is not possible. As an alternative, the event will be a virtual presentation with the theme of “Resiliency
in Manufacturing,” focusing on how companies have responded to the challenges of the pandemic.
The program will feature presentations by companies describing how they re-tooled or otherwise transformed
their business to stay productive and to keep workers in their jobs.
With dozens of events going on throughout the state, there are many opportunities to join in and promote
the benefits provided by a manufacturing career. Visit www.mfgday.com/events to see what is going on for
Manufacturing Day and Manufacturing Month!
We will also be virtually hosting our Annual Legislative Breakfast on October 29th to address key legislative
issues of manufacturers and businesses. Keep an eye on your inbox for more information!
If you would like to get involved in the future of manufacturing, not only in October but throughout the year,
contact Martha Ponge at mponge@macny.org. We hope you will take the time to celebrate manufacturing this
month!
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Maximize Your
Membership

Crisis Management?
We Don’t Have the Cure…
But we can treat the

Do you want to...

symptoms of your sick
supply chain!

• Learn more about MACNY’s services and how
to better utilize your membership?
• Meet our staff and, more importantly, have an
opportunity to meet other MACNY members
and learn more about what they do in our
community?

Your critical machine is down needing a part! You want
to get a new product to market now and need that prototype! We specialize in printing metal and polymer components that replace your worn and broken parts and we
can take your most complicated drawings and concepts
and create a prototype or improved part on our sophisticated 3D printers. We’ll make sure you get the right
treatment to get you back to work fast and your prototypes to market faster.

Veteran
Enabled
Transition
Technology
Enabled
Design
TECH

Ve�ed Tech Inc.
6085 Court Street Road, Suite C
Syracuse, NY 13206
Phone: 315-802-6505
FAX: 315-802-6540
inquiry@ve�ted3d.com

We are excited to be holding Maximize Your
Membership sessions on the second Thursday of
each month from 9 - 10 AM.
Mark your calendars for our next three meetings...
October 8 November 12 December 10
Please contact Stephanie Adams at
sadams@macny.org or 315-474-4201 ext. 51
to sign up for any of our upcoming sessions!

Vetted3D.com

CNY’S ISO CONSULTING, AUDITING & CERTIFICATION FIRM

ISO 9001

ISO 27001

Quality
Information
Management
Security

ISO 20000
IT Service
Management

ITPerformanceLLC.com

Let’s discuss
Page 2 how we can work together
info@ITPerformanceLLC.com • 315.682.0004
January 2016

ISO Services

ISO Training and Implementation

 Satisfy Customer Requirements
 Ensure the safety of information
 Deliver IT services with excellence

Business Performance
Improvement Services






Business and IT consulting
IT Acquisition Support
Business Process Mapping
Project Management (PMP)
ITIL Training and Certification
S1767241-SP003446

President’s Message

Randy Wolken
President & CEO

U.S. Manufacturing Shines
Our ongoing experience with COVID-19 has demonstrated to us just how critical U.S. manufacturing is to our country and
its recovery. Did you know…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturers contributed $2.362 trillion to the U.S. economy in the first quarter of 2020.
For every $1.00 spent in manufacturing, another $2.74 is added to the economy.
Most manufacturing firms in the United States are small (less than 500 employees).
In 2018, manufacturing workers in the United States earned $87,185 annually.
92% of manufacturing employees are eligible for health insurance.
Over the next decade, our economy will generate a need for 4.6 million manufacturing jobs.
Manufactured goods exports have grown substantially in the last 30 years. In 2019, $483.8 billion in exports went to
our neighbors in Canada and Mexico and $460.3 billion worth of goods went to our next 10 largest trading partners.
• If U.S. manufacturing was a country, it would comprise the eighth-largest economy in the world, right behind the U.S.,
China, Japan, Germany, India, the United Kingdom, and France.
October is the perfect time to celebrate manufacturing and beat the drum for its place in our economic revival. Governor
Andrew Cuomo has declared October to be New York State Manufacturing Month, making it our time to promote
manufacturing and to showcase its outstanding career opportunities.
This year, MACNY and Partners for Education and Business (PEB) will officially celebrate a virtual Manufacturing Day on
October 2nd, while also hosting and promoting virtual events throughout the month. Don’t miss our timely and important
forum on current and future skills gaps, and challenges regarding recruiting talent. Our local business, education, and
community leaders have much to share on these topics.
With numerous statewide events taking place this October, you’ll have plenty of opportunities to join in and promote the
benefits of a career in manufacturing.
We hope to you will take the time to celebrate manufacturing this month – and every month!
Source: https://www.nam.org/facts-about-manufacturing/
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Leadership Development

David Freund
Chief Leadership Officer

2020 Brings 20/20
I remember the first time I realized that my eyes weren’t as
sharp as they used to be. Sadly, I was in my mid-twenties
and trying to see the lines on a height gage that I was
using. The next thing I knew, I was on my way to get my eyes
examined, and corrective lenses were now part of my life.
I needed help seeing clearly. In the beginning, it was just
seeing fine detail, but as I aged, it just kept getting worse,
and now, I need my corrective lenses to see clearly all the
time. My vision is just too blurry, and I miss the magnificent
details of life.
According to the American Optometric Association, 20/20
vision is a term used to express normal visual acuity (the
clarity or sharpness of vision) measured at a distance of 20
feet. If you have 20/20 vision, you can see clearly at 20 feet
what should normally be seen at that distance. If you have
20/100 vision, it means that you must be as close as 20
feet to see what a person with normal vision can see at 100
feet. I had heard the term 20/20 my entire life and always
thought that it meant a person had perfect vision. The truth
is that having 20/20 vision does not necessarily mean you
have perfect vision at all. 20/20 vision only indicates the
sharpness or clarity of vision at a distance.
By now, you are probably wondering what this has to do with
anything related to leadership and growth. Perhaps Dave
is getting new glasses or considering Lasik surgery. Well, I
probably do need new glasses, and no, I am not considering
Lasik surgery. I would like to propose to you that the year
2020 might be just what we all needed to be able to see
our lives better. To see things with more sharpness and
clarity. To develop a life vision that is 20/20. Not perfect,
but sharper and with greater clarity.
Until 2020, I had been on cruise control, driving down the
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road of life embracing what I thought were all the blessings
afforded to me. I was living out my calling and enjoying
almost every day as they unfolded like mile markers on the
road. Without much thought or effort, each day brought me
closer to my destination. This year, however, things began
to change. All of a sudden, I began to see unusual sights
along the road. Many of the sights were hard to decipher.
If I had seen them before, it was many years ago. Some, I
had never seen. Next, I saw detour signs appearing, and
I quickly realized that I needed to take my life off cruise
control and begin driving with heightened intentionality.
Something profound was happening. Profound, yes. Good
or bad, well, that depends.
The past six months have been a gift to me. My vision
wasn’t clear or sharp. The road of life was very pleasant for
me, and I was enjoying it very much, but I wasn’t making
the most of it. I wasn’t seeing the amazing sights along the
road. I wasn’t aware of the incredible opportunities that
were hidden away in the quaint little towns, many of which
the road of life in the 21st century had bypassed. There
were sounds and smells that could only be found when the
detours caused me to turn and perhaps stop for a minute
or two.
Because of 2020, I have 20/20 vision once again. A life
that was wonderful can now be amazing. Perhaps the
greatest adjustment to my vision is the need for margin in
my life. Margin that allows me to actually see many of the
things I was missing.
In the spring, my wife was given a Gerbera Daisy. She kept
the plant inside for a while, and after it had blossomed,
she planted it in the garden next to our sidewalk. Soon
the leaves all wilted, and I was sure it was dead. My wife,
who is an amazing gardener, wasn’t about to give up in
the plant, and before long, it blossomed again with bright
yellow flowers. Soon, they faded and dropped off. Once
again, the gardener got busy with the little plant, and to
my amazement, it bloomed again, only this time it was a
brilliant red. God’s amazing handiwork, with the help of my
lovely wife right next to our front sidewalk. Had this been a
“normal” year, I’m not sure she would have had the time or
patience to care for it three times, and I’m not sure I would
have had clear enough vision to see it.
How about you? 2020 can bring you 20/20 vision so you
can make the most of the last quarter of the year and
prepare to make 2021 a year of amazing growth. We get to
choose if 2020 will make us better or bitter—what will you
decide?

JOHN C. MA X WELL

OCTOBER 9, 2020

EXPERIENCE WORLD-CL ASSTHOUGHT-LEADERSHIP

and personal growth teaching virtually, in the comfort of
your own home.

Join from anywhere in the world for the 7th annual Live2Lead event, where John C.
Maxwell, and other world-class leaders will teach practical lessons designed to help
individuals in all spheres of influence grow to their maximum potential.
SPEAKERS

John C. Maxwell

Steve Harvey
W H Y

Alan Mulally
A T T E N D

Kat Cole

Craig Groeschel

L I V E 2 L E A D ?

Live2Lead is a leader development experience designed to equip you with new perspectives, practical tools and
key takeaways. Mark your calendars to elevate your leadership! For more information or to purchase virtual
event tickets, please go to: bit.ly/live2leadcny
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CELEBRATION OF MANUFACTURING SPONSORS
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to the many companies who sponsored this year’s annual
Celebration of Manufacturing. Without your financial support, time, and dedication, our virtual event would
not have been possible. Thank you for your continued support of MACNY and its mission!

Exclusive Sponsors
PRESENTING SPONSOR

WALL OF FAME SPONSORS

INNOVATOR OF THE YEAR AWARD SPONSOR

TICKET SPONSOR

TOAST SPONSOR

Always Moving Forward ®

EVENT SPONSOR
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MILESTONE AWARDS SPONSOR

CELEBRATION OF MANUFACTURING SPONSORS
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to the many companies who sponsored this year’s annual
Celebration of Manufacturing. Without your financial support, time, and dedication, our virtual event would
not have been possible. Thank you for your continued support of MACNY and its mission!

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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REMOVABLE

SAFETY & DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Floor Signage • Wall Signage • CDC Posters • And More
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Use Promo Code:
MACNY for a 10% discount.

SHOP NOW

Go To MoreWithPrint.COM
MOREWITHPRINT.COM

Call (800) 724 -2477

WELCOME OUR NEW MEMBERS...
Chemtrade
Chemtrade manufactures Sodium Nitrite in liquid and dry forms, selling to customers globally based in Solvay, NY.
Visit them at: http://www.chemtradelogistics.com/main/
Cooley Group, Inc.
Cooley Group builds &and delivers branding solutions that are aligned with their customers’ business goals.
Visit them at: http://www.cooleybrand.com/
Northeast Information Discovery Inc.
NEID is a government prime contractor that has focused mainly on developing and building hardware and software
systems for electronic warfare and offensive RF/cyberspace operations. NEID has significant expertise in signal processing,
particularly communications signals, and software engineering. NEID also maintains a QRC lab with high-speed CNC, 3D
printers, EI&T, etc.
Visit them at: http://www.neidinc.com/
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Workforce Development

Marianne Ferris
Associate Director, PEB

Experts Engage Students in
Virtual Career Exploration
Even though we are in the business of providing career
exploration, we sometimes forget just how little today’s
students know about careers. We provide services for
many schools, among them the East Syracuse Minoa
School District. The Spartan Academy Sophomore Bridge
is an experiential program where rising sophomores
are asked to take a pretty deep dive into self-reflection
academically, professionally, socially, and emotionally. They
are challenged to start to move beyond the surface and dig
more into their strengths and areas in need of growth.
We were asked to provide some career exploration for this
program. This large group of 45 students would be divided
among four professionals running concurrent sessions in
separate “rooms.” The specialists we recruited were Lisa
Mondello from SRC, Timothy Diehl from Bristol-Meyers
Squibb, Stephanie Mayne from TTM Technologies, and
Teresa Mosher from Loretto. We asked our volunteers
to address the same general issues as well as provide
information about their current positions, the companies
they represent, and the job openings they seek to fill.
The coordinator of that program, Adam Shatraw, and I
decided we would provide some introspective questions
for the speakers to address with the students. We
wanted these conversations to help the students better
understand themselves, a critical first step in making clear
career decisions. Like personality assessments, we hoped
to employ questions that would lead them to their best “fit”
and more important, what would NOT be a good match for
them. A guided question and answer conversation might
disclose that a student was, for example, more analytical
than intuitive, more exact than creative, and might thrive
in a job that deals with irrefutable facts. This person might
enjoy working on spreadsheets and formulas, while the
same job would drive the opposite personality crazy.

We knew this wouldn’t be an easy task for fifteen-yearolds to accomplish, even in person. The virtual platform
added even more obstacles to engagement and pacing.
We attempted to make the questions as thought provoking
as possible. Are you claustrophobic, afraid of heights,
have allergies, or physical limitations? Are you a morning
person? Do you prefer to work alone, or do you work best
with others? Do you prefer a routine? Would you be happier
indoors or out?
I was able to move in and out of the four different sessions
and they were all amazing. These professionals rose to the
occasion and worked hard to get these students engaged.
They conducted dialogues about what working was really
going to look like and whether it was in line with what they
wanted to do. Students learned about work schedules,
company policies and procedures, and benefits. The
conversation touched on different cultures in the various
work environments. Some workplaces are fast paced with
a sense of urgency (imagine a job in the Intensive Care
Unit) and some are extremely relaxed and collegial (the
marketing department of an advertising firm). Not only
did the students have to imagine themselves in a job, they
were asked to imagine where the best opportunities for
those jobs were—New York City, Syracuse, Ithaca—all very
different lifestyles with very different pay scales. A lot for
these young students to think about.
After the event, Adam wrote the following to these
professionals: “I appreciate the time and energy that
you put into this workshop. Your expertise, perspective
and experience really helped to make for a dynamic
experience for our students. The Workshop that you all
led was completely aligned with our planning and, based
on our post-program survey results, was a favorite among
the students. Many of them identified that they had never
thought about careers in any other terms than ‘having a
job’. I know that, at times, it might have been difficult to get
them to interact, but they were listening and taking in the
points that were being made.”
I want to add my thanks to the above-mentioned
professionals who enriched the lives of these young
students. Our success depends on dedicated volunteer
career professionals such as these.
For more information on career exploration events/
opportunities, contact MACNY affiliate Partners for
Education & Business at mponge@macny.org.
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Event Update
MACNY’s Annual Golf Tournament
September 14, 2020
Bellevue Country Club
Congratulations to this year’s golf tournament winners!
First Place: OCIDA Team
Second Place: Excel Machine Technologies, Inc. Team - Chris Buisch, Josh Gosselin, Shawn Matthews, and Brenton Paris
Third Place: Knowles Precision Devices Team - Jeff Popp, Trevor Onori, Ian Tovar, and Joe Gallagher
Longest Drive (Women) – Tricia Sticca
Longest Drive (Men) – Shawn Matthews
Closest to the Pin (Women) – Pam Dunn
Closest to the Pin (Men) – Jeff Degre
We would like to extend a special thank you to our event sponsors: Stickley and Thompson and Johnson Equipment
Thank you to all of the companies that participated in this year’s golf tournament:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Innovations, Inc.
BME - Business Machines and Equipment
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC
C&S Companies
Dupli Envelope & Graphics Corp.
Eck Plastic Arts
Excel Machine Technologies
Hartman Enterprises Inc.
Knowles Precision Devices
Liftech
Lockheed Martin
Metalico
Morse Manufacturing Co., Inc.
OCIDA
Oneida Molded Plastics, LLC
PaperWorks Industries
Point Guard Advisors Network LLC
Seneca Falls Specialties & Logistics Company, Inc
L. & J.G. Stickley, Inc.
Thompson & Johnson Equipment Co., Inc.
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NEW @
MACNY

Learn more at
careers-macny.icims.com

Build your
best team.
Looking for an affordable way to post open positions
and an easy way to recruit top talent? Sign up for
MACNY’s Career & Talent Platform—a sophisticated tool
that combines 100+ job posting sites, manufacturing
specific digital marketing, and social media distribution
to attract candidates and spread awareness.

Benefits of MACNY’s Career & Talent Platform
Unlimited job posting to over 100 job boards
including Indeed, LinkedIn, Zip Recruiter, and more
Access to potential candidates through searchable
resumes, including apprentices
Personalized dashboards for hiring managers to view
open jobs and applicants
Access to a talent management system
System training and admin support
Opportunities to advertise your company’s hiring
events, including career fairs and open interviews
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT LAURY AT LFERGUSON@MACNY.ORG.
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